the same faith, though, that plants twigs for orchards, vineslips for vine-
yards, and small whips to become beneficent shade trees. And it planted
them all about!
I saw the hill-crown back of the house as one mass of apple trees in
bloom, perfume drifting down the Valley, later the boughs bending to the
ground with red and white and yellow spheres that make the apple tree
no less beautiful than the orange tree. I saw plum trees, fragrant drifts of
snow-white in the spring, loaded in August with blue and red and yellow
plums, scattering them over the ground at a shake of the hand. I saw the
rows on rows of berry bushes, necklaces of pink and green gooseberries
hanging to the under side of the green branches. I saw thickly pendent
clusters of rubies like tassels in the dark leaves of the currant bushes. I
remembered the rich odour of black currants and looked forward to them
in quantity.
Black cherries? White cherries? Those too.
There were to be strawberry beds, white, scarlet and green over the
covering of clean wheat-straw.
And I saw abundant asparagus in rows and a stretch of great sumptuous
rhubarb that would always be enough. I saw the vineyard now on the
south slope of the hill, opulent vines loaded with purple, green and yellow
grapes. Boys and girls coming in with baskets filled to overflowing to set
about the rooms, like flowers. Melons lying thick in the trailing green on
the hill slope. Bees humming over all, storing up honey in the white rows
of hives beside the chicken yard.
And the herd that I would have! The gentle Holsteins and a monarch of
a bull—a sleek glittering decoration of the fields and meadows as they
moved about, grazing. The sheep grazing too on the upland slopes and
hills, the plaintive bleat of little white lambs in spring.
Those grunting sows to turn all waste into solid gold.
I saw the spirited, well-schooled horses, black horses and chestnut mares
with glossy coats and splendid strides, being saddled and led to the
mounting-block for rides about the place and along the country lanes I
loved—the best of companionship alongside. I saw sturdy teams ploughing
in the fields. There would be the changing colours of the slopes, from seed-
ing time to harvest. I saw the scarlet comb of the rooster and his hundreds
of hens—their white eggs and the ducks upon the pond. Geese, too, and
swans floating upon the water in the shadow of the trees.
I looked forward to peacocks Javanese and white on the low roofs of the
buildings or calling from the walls of the courts. And from the vegetable
gardens I walked into a deep cavern in the hill—modern equivalent of the
rootcellar of my grandfather. I saw its wide sand floor planted with celery,
piled high with squash and turnips, potatoes, carrots, onions, parsnips.
Cabbages wrapped in paper and hanging from the roof. Apples, pears and
grapes stored in wooden crates walled the cellar from floor to roof. And
cream! All the cream the boy had been denied. Thick—so lifting it in a
spoon it would float like an egg on the fragrant morning cup of coffee or
jride on the scarlet strawberries.
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